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Shedding Light on Metatron – Recently Discovered Fragments of Mystical Writings in Germany

Abstract: Texts with mystical contents are very rare among the Hebrew binding fragments discovered in German libraries and archives. One newly discovered fragment in the Gotha Research Library contains part of an unknown mystical composition. The text consists of mystical speculations about the Hebrew alphabet and allusions to the Book of Creation (Sefer Yešira) and its mystical interpretation of letters. The anonymous author also depicts the role of the angels en passant, especially the function of Metatron. This unknown text may have been written by the followers of the German Pietists (ḥaside ashkenaz) at the end of the 14th century.

1 Introduction

A great number of fragments of bindings from mediaeval works in Hebrew have been brought to light in recent decades – mainly in Austria, Hungary, Italy, Poland, the Czech Republic and France, but also in other European countries as well. In Germany,¹ one of the most important regions in Europe regarding this kind of manuscript research, mediaeval and early-modern bookbinders also reused parchment from mediaeval manuscripts for profane purposes, including manuscripts written in Hebrew.² Despite many attempts by scholars, mainly from Germany and Israel, however, no substantial, systematic effort was made to search for and identify these hidden remnants of Jewish writing in public institutions such as archives and libraries for many years. After the reunification

A first draft of this paper was presented at a recent conference entitled ‘Judaism in Transition’, which was held in Berlin in 2013. Further versions of it were read at the conference of the European Association of Jewish Studies (EAJS) in Paris in 2014 and at CSMC, the Centre for the Study of Manuscript Cultures at Hamburg University, in 2015. I am grateful for all the remarks and comments made on my presentations.

¹ See Lehnardt 2010.
² For earlier research on the phenomenon, see Campanini 2014.
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of Germany in 1990, though, many libraries and archives were opened anew and new cataloguing projects were started involving manuscripts penned in Latin, German and Arabic. Some of these are still going on. Most of them have brought a considerable amount of new and unexplored material to light. In view of these projects and the task of searching for and identifying a large number of newly discovered fragments of Hebrew parchments, there now seems to be an urgent need for a systematic approach to be taken to this kind of work.

2 ‘Genizat Germania’

Since the start of the research project nicknamed ‘Genizat Germania’ in 2007 (financed by the German Research Foundation), we have brought to light a considerable number of important Hebrew manuscript fragments that are not just of statistical relevance: hundreds of previously unknown fragments have been described and catalogued, some of which were found in libraries and archives in small towns and other places. Most of these newly found pieces contain parts of well-known texts and compositions such as maḥzorim, biblical books, Talmudic literature, and Halakhic compendia. Very few fragments that have come to light in recent years actually include unknown material, like an unidentified maqama I published in another volume. One of the other rare fragments that were discovered is a page of a seemingly lost Geonic work on money-lending, a fragment written in 12th-century handwriting and discovered in a Latin host volume kept on the shelves of the Diocesan Library of Mainz. The text mentions the names of the late 9th-century Ge’onim Rav Naḥshon and Moshe Ga’on, thereby defining the earliest possible time for this Hebrew manuscript to be preserved in book bindings in Germany.

Other important fragments published as part of the ‘Genizat Germania’ project include a leaf of a mediaeval commentary on the Books of Chronicles and an illuminated page from a maḥzor with the special piyyuṭim for Purim depicting a Haman tree, one of the few fragments that preserve coloured illuminations. This parchment leaf was discovered on a wooden book cover.

---

3 For a statistical overview with typical results, see Lehnardt/Ottermann 2014, 27.
4 See Lehnardt 2013a.
5 See Lehnardt 2012a.
6 See Lehnardt 2013b.
7 See Lehnardt 2012b.
The Hebrew parchment fragment that I wish to present in the following article comes from an unknown and seemingly lost composition on mystical philosophy. Some of its characteristics are shared with several other works from the Middle Ages, but are not absolutely identical to any of them. The parchment was discovered in a host volume from the 14th century kept at the Gotha Research Library (Forschungsbibliothek Gotha), which is now one of the joint libraries of the University of Erfurt. Despite my having had many conversations about this Hebrew text with colleagues and research assistants, it is still something of a mystery to me. Who was its author? And when was it compiled?

In seeking to answer these questions, I am aware of the fact that the following article relates to an exceptional case in which the new tools of modern fragment research such as web-based open access research machines (Google books, Hebrew books.org or the Bar Ilan Responsa project [version 20+]) are unable to provide enough information to identify an unknown Hebrew text.

3 Mystical writings represented in the fragments

Mystical texts are rarely found among the fragments discovered in the European Geniza; with one notable exception in Italy, almost no fragments with mystical or Kabbalistic contents have been identified to date. This outcome of the project surely indicates that manuscripts reflecting these thoughts were copied and produced to a much lesser extent than biblical or rabbinical manuscripts. In addition to that, most of these texts might have been composed and most of the manuscripts transmitting them might have been copied at a much later point in time than the bulk of the other texts identifiable among the book-binding fragments. We can also learn from complete manuscripts containing mystical texts that these writings were much more frequently copied on pieces of parchment of a smaller format that were unsuitable for the secondary usage of binding books. In the findings of the Cairo Geniza, the number of pieces attesting the spread of mystical writings is also relatively small, therefore any discovery of a fragment from this genre of Jewish mediaeval literature in the European Geniza deserves particular attention.

8 On the history of this collection and the institution which houses many more Hebrew and Samaritan manuscripts, see, e.g. Persch 1893; Orientalische Buchkunst in Gotha 1997, 17–40; 221–222; Richler 2014, 84–85.
3.1 Italy

A brief overview and comparison with the evidence in the Italian Geniza might help us to understand these observations better. Saverio Campanini, writing in a survey article based on findings in Emilia Romagna, said in 1988 that all in all, nearly 30 fragments with mystical contents had been identified;\(^{11}\) twenty-four of them belong to the works of the Italian Kabbalist Menahem Recanati (1250–1310).\(^{12}\) Other pieces of parchment contain Moshe ben Nahman’s *Commentary on the Tora* (Ramban; 1194–1270).\(^{13}\)

None of these fragments belong to the genre of ‘pure’ Kabbalistic literature, however, even though they transmit mystical interpretations of biblical phrases and narratives.\(^{14}\) Originally, they were Bible commentaries. With the exception of Recanati’s writings, only a few lines of other Kabbalistic works have come to light in binding fragments so far, one being the commentary by ‘Azriel of Gerona (1160–c. 1238) on the *Sefer Yesira*.\(^{15}\) Other works of Kabbala such as the *Sefer ha-Bahir* or the *Zohar* are absent among the fragments in Italy, as in the whole European Geniza, even bits of pieces of major magical compositions such as *Sefer ha-Razim*.

Campanini concluded his remarks on the Kabbala in the Italian Geniza by summarising: ‘We have legitimate reason to hope that we will find additional fragments of completely unknown works’.\(^{16}\) As far as I know, however, no further Kabbalistic writings have been identified among the fragments in Italy since then. Additional evidence of the scarcity of mystical writings in the European Geniza now comes from Germany.

3.2 Germany

The number of Hebrew fragments with Kabbalistic or mystical contents is quite small in this country. First of all, a fragment of the aforementioned commentary on the Tora written by Moshe ben Nahman has been identified among bindings of

---

12 On his life and works, see, e.g. Idel 2011, 106–138.
14 On this point, see Dan 2012, 330–370.
16 Campanini 1988, 42.
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 a file at the State Archives in Karlsruhe. This fragment has been detached from its host file, so both sides of the parchment can be read. The Hebrew text, however, only contains portions of Moshe’s commentary on the Exodus of Ramban. It is written in a small, 15th-century, semi-cursive script and looks more like a reader’s digest than a complete copy of the known work. In the web-based catalogue of the Institute of Microfilmed Hebrew Manuscripts in Jerusalem, the fragment has been catalogued under the title of Sodot ha-Tora, i.e. ‘Secrets of the Tora’.

 Up to now, only one fragment of a manuscript of Sefer Ḥasidim has been identified among the binding fragments found in Germany. This fragment was discovered in the 1960s and has been described by Ernst Róth but without identifying its contents or author. It was only described correctly later, presumably at the Institute of Microfilmed Hebrew Manuscripts in Jerusalem, and could therefore be included in the Princeton University Sefer Hasidim Database (PUSHD) of this important handbook of the haside ashkenaz.

 What might be of greater interest in this context is the fact that I have also discovered several new, previously unknown leaves with commentaries on numerous piyyuṭim, some of which transmit early mystical interpretations of well-known festive prayers. I do not wish to go into any detail here, though, as there are other research projects going on at the moment that deal with the sources of these commentaries. It should be noted, however, that these liturgical fragments certainly need further research.

 Another fragment that was detached from the outer cover of an account book entitled ‘Seheimer Ampts Rechnung’ is now kept by the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin (Berlin State Library). This fragment contains unknown parts of a commentary on the Hebrew Bible called Midrash Sekhel Ṭov, compiled by Menahem ben Rabbi Shlomo (12th century). The text mentions explanations of the Hebrew

 17 Generallandesarchiv Karlsruhe 69 von Helmstatt A 2295. See the Archives’ online catalogue: https://www2.landesarchiv-bw.de/ofS21/suche/ergebnist.php (last accessed 19 September 2017). According to this entry, the fragment might have belonged to a file from Neckarbischofsheim, where the von Helmstatt family kept an aristocratic estate.
 18 A similar manuscript is known in Italy: see Firenze, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana Plut. 89. sup. 118. The script and size of this manuscript are not identical to the fragment in Karlsruhe, however.
 20 See https://etc.princeton.edu/sefer_hasidim/ (last accessed 20 February 2016).
 21 Steinschneider Nr. 34 – Ms. Or. Fol. 707 Nr. 6.
 22 See Buber 1900–1901. Regarding this work, also see Stemberger 2011, 395–396. Another fragment of the same manuscript was identified by Simha Emanuel (Jerusalem) in Rüsselsheim’s Municipal Archive. This fragment had already been published by Ernst Róth in 1981/82, although its author was not identified. My thanks to Simha Emanuel, who shared his research on these
alphabet, and several macro-forms of Hekhalot literature and related works are even mentioned on folio 1 recto:23 Alfabeta de-Rabbi ‘Aqiva, Ma’ase Merkava and Sefer Hekhalot.24 As remarkable as it may seem, however, this observation adds weight to my claim that mystical works like the ones mentioned above were not very widespread.

3.3 Fragments in Erfurt/Gotha

The most exciting find concerning our topic was made recently in the cover of a host volume preserved at the Gotha Research Library (Forschungsbibliothek Gotha) near Erfurt. The existence of Hebrew parchment fragments at this renowned library was made public a long time ago,25 but so far, no systematic attempt has been made to search for and identify all the Hebrew fragments known to us at this public institution in Thuringia.26 Many new fragments were identified here between 2012 and 2014, mainly containing texts from maḥzorim, pages from several Masoretic Bible manuscripts and a few Talmudic fragments. Only one fragment contains unknown or unrecognisable bits of text; its Hebrew text is different to any of the edited and searchable texts we currently know of from mediaeval Ashkenaz. Some of the expressions in it indicate it was written during a certain period and by a certain author, at least. Although I am unable to name its author or identify its contents with any confidence yet, this piece seems worthy of further study, especially in view of the fact that texts on mystical philosophy are so rare among the finds that have been made in book bindings so far.

fragments with me. A new edition of these lost parts of Midrash Śekhel Ṭov will be published by Emanuel shortly.

23 I owe this observation to Saskia Dönitz (Berlin).
25 See Michaelis 1772, 196–209; Michaelis 1773, 239–252; Michaelis 1773, 244–247; Michaelis 1774, 238–244; Michaelis 1789, 240–244; also see Diederichs 1775.
26 See Jaraczewsky 1868, 116. For a recent overview of all the known fragments in Erfurt up to 2014, see Lehnardt 2014, 142–165.
4 A fragment of an unknown mystical text

The manuscript fragment mentioned above was part of a bifolio that was reused as a wrapper on the inner spine of a file. The parchment is 30.5 × 16 cm in size and each column has nearly 25 lines of text in it. The width of each column is 18.8 cm, and the left-hand edges of the column are straight. Only 12 cm of the upper half of the columns still exist. Some lines have been crimped into the host volume’s spine, causing several words to become illegible. The parchment was damaged during the binding process, it seems, as a sharp, vertical cut runs through more than half of it. On the verso page, only a small strip of the second column of the text remains. The Ashkenazic semi-cursive script that is used resembles similar scripts of the 13th and early 14th century. Several correction marks and a gloss on the outer margin (verso) were added by the same scribe who wrote the manuscript, as these are in the same hand; the corrections were possibly introduced during the copying process or soon after it. Additional corrections and additions to the text were made between the lines of the Hebrew text as well. Thus, it seems likely that the fragment is a copy of a lost Vorlage. The copy does not seem to have been made very carefully, however.

4.1 The contents of the fragment

The fragment has preserved the beginning of an original work that is no longer known and/or is now lost. It starts with the doubled phrases atḥil da’, ‘I will start this’, and the abbreviations ʿam״y ʿas״w (ʿam״y ʿas״w) for the biblical verse in Psalm 121:2 (ʿEzri me-ʿim adonai ʿose shamayim wa-ʾareṣ). These phrases are known from other works and were often used to express the acknowledgement of God’s assistance at the beginning of a text. The fragment then continues with a benediction of ‘the hidden God’ (האל המסתתר מכל דעת) and a quote from the book of Job 12:22, a famous verse often cited in philosophical and mystical literature, for example. Interestingly, the author adds that God ‘hides Himself from all reason’ here (line 2), an expression which resembles Seʿadya Gaʾon’s (d. in 942) intro-

27 These phrases were used quite often, not only by Ashkenazic writers and copyists. They often appeared at the beginning of mystical writings. We do not know when these abbreviations were introduced or by whom. See, for example, Sefer Gematriot of R. Judah the Pious. Facsimile of a Unique Manuscript, Abrams/Ta-Shema (eds) 1998, unnumbered front page of the facsimile, or later Kabbalistic works.
duction to his commentary on the *Sefer Yeşira*, where the same verse from Job is cited.\(^{28}\)

The text then progresses, describing how God has faith in his people and showing how he revealed His secrets to the righteous. He founded his covenant with Abraham and gave his Tora to his sons, thereby providing them with ‘the path of his wisdom’ (*נתיב חכامتו*), again a well-known phrase from the *Sefer Yeṣira.*\(^{29}\) His sons can be close to him and serve as ‘contemplators of his name’ (*חושבי שמו*), the text states.

Further on, it describes two ways to gain full understanding: exegesis (or pounding) of scripture, and observation of God’s revelation in nature, which is applicable to rational thinking. Man’s condition, however, is one of being ‘a species among species and a messenger’ (*אנו מין בין המינים ובעלי המסרים*), which makes God incomprehensible to mankind.\(^{30}\) God can only be described by language, but language can only differentiate and abstract certain phenomena (lines 15–16). Inasmuch as men are creatures and objects to be changed, they cannot fully grasp his essence (line 18).

The fragment then goes on to present an example (*mashal*), which the reader is supposed to keep in mind (line 19): fire can reveal the one power in heaven, and it provides insights into the distinction between essence and the attributes of its effect. This power, which is comparable to fire or light, be it in the form of a candle or a lamp, cannot be touched or conceived. There is a different power, which does not change itself. This *mashal* seems to be a reflection on a passage in Seʿadya Gaʾon’s philosophical magnum opus, *Sefer Emunot we-Deʿot*, in the Hebrew translation by Yehuda ibn Tibbon.\(^{31}\)

What follows seems to be a digression from this well-known argument, although due to the poor condition of this part of the fragment, it is not entirely clear what the author wants to stress. The effect of the power can only be compared with the relationship between a lender and a borrower, the author says (verso line 1). The author then goes on to provide some insights into the hidden

---

\(^{28}\) See *Sefer Yetzirah [Kitāb al-mabadi] ‘im Perush ha-Gāon Rabbenu Seʿadya bar Yosef Fayyumi*, Kafah (ed.) 1974, 18. On this commentary, see Brody 2013, 48; see also Dan 2009, 56.

\(^{29}\) On this phrase, see section 1 of *Sefer Yeşira*, see Hayman (ed.) 2004, 49, 52; see also Herrmann (ed.) 2008, 10–11.

\(^{30}\) The terms used in this part of the fragment are not entirely clear, and they are not familiar from other sources either.

meaning of the letter alef, the letter at the start of the famous phrase in Exodus 3:14: Ehye-asher-Ehye (line 3). In the word El, the letter stands for ehad. In this context, the fragment mentions an earlier commentary written by the same author. It remains unclear which commentary is meant, however, and whether this remark refers to another work or a commentary on the same text. Since the fragment alludes to the Sefer Yešira here, one might also guess that he is referring to a commentary on that book, presumably the commentary attributed to El’azar ben Yehuda of Worms (who died in 1238).32

The author then continues, explaining that every word with an alef is empowered by the hidden force of God, the first power (koaḥ rishon) (line 19). He subsequently mentions the six angels of death known from earlier rabbinic traditions33 and alludes to the power of angels.34 In this context, he also refers to the angel Uri’el, who sheds light on Metatron, Sar ha-Panim. The famous angel Metatron,35 a close companion to God, is depicted here as the sole messenger of God’s essence. It remains unclear whether the light of Uri’el (lit. ‘God is my light’)36 shines on Metatron or if the light of Metatron reflects the light he receives from God, however. In rabbinic tradition, Uri’el is an angel who stands on one side of the godhead. Judging by the philosophical wording of the initial text, it seems likely that Metatron serves as a transmitter of the power that shines from the hidden face of God.

The next part of the fragment clearly refers to the third chapter of the Sefer Yešira.37 The letter alef rules (himlikh) the air/wind and He made him a crown. In a short passage on the letters alef, mem and shin (אמ״ש), the author seems to allude to the commentary on the Sefer Yešira attributed to Moshe ben Naḥman.38 This section, however, has also been integrated into a similar version of the commentary on the alphabet in Sefer Sode Razaya compiled by El’azar of Worms.39

---

32 Regarding this work, see Sefer Sode Razaya le-Rabbenu El’azar mi-Germaiza, Weiss (ed.) 1991, 11. Also see Sefer Yeširah, Goldschmidt (ed.) 1894, 39. Also see Dan 2011, 511–519.
33 In early mystical literature, this was often ששה מלאכים חבלה. See Alfabeta de-Rabbi ‘Aqiva, Nusah bet, in Bet ha-Midrasch, Jellinek (ed.) 1967, 50; also see the Targum Pseudo-Jonatan Ex 12:23; הוה in the right-hand margin. On the term in rabbinic literature, see Schäfer 1975, 65–67.
34 On angels in early mystical literature, see Schäfer 1988, 266. On rabbinic concepts of angels, see Rebiger 2007.
35 Regarding the vast literature on Metatron, see the more recent contributions by Orlov 2005, especially the summary of early former research on pp. 92–96; Schäfer 2013.
37 Section 32 of the Sefer Yešira, see Hayman (ed.) 2004, 121, and Herrmann (ed.) 2008, 42–43.
38 Actually, this commentary was written by Azri’el of Gerona. See Scholem 1962, 330.
This may be an important clue to the provenance of the person who wrote the fragment.

In sum, the content of the fragment clearly forms a kind of prolegomenon to a longer composition on mystical philosophy. It refers to earlier works such as the Sefer Yeṣira and its commentaries. This work and its early philosophical interpretation stimulated haside ashkenaz to write and compose further explanations. The newly discovered fragment therefore clearly belongs to what Joseph Dan once called ‘the third phase in its reception history’.40

4.2 Preliminary conclusions about the fragment

Even though there are no identical texts, its structure and context are comparable to other works, especially commentaries on the Pentateuch culled from Northern French and Ashkenazic exegetes. One striking example is a complete manuscript now kept at the Vatican Library under the shelfmark ebr 48, called Pa’aneaḥ Raza.41 This unedited text shares some characteristics with our fragment: it starts with the same phrases, atḥil daʾ and ʿami asu, and even some of the above-mentioned Bible verses are cited in this compilation. The specific relation to other complete texts such as the commentaries on the Sefer Yeṣira from the school of Rabbi Elʿazar of Worms and other longer mystical tractates from the 14th century still needs to be investigated, however. In the meantime, one can only summarise by saying that the author of our new fragment absorbed and transferred earlier thoughts and motifs. He reinterpreted older – perhaps even ancient – concepts mainly grasped from the Sefer Yeṣira and its commentaries, largely stemming from Seʿadya Gaʾon, Elʿazar of Worms and the circle of the ḥaside ashkenaz.42 He also adapted philosophical concepts on the significance of the Hebrew alphabet and tried to make them applicable to his own ethics of God’s hidden presence. None of his thoughts are expressed in the same way, however, as we know it from other writings. And we do not know of similar works that have been published or edited yet.

40 See Dan 1997, 236.
41 For a description, see Hebrew Manuscripts in the Vatican Library, Richler/Beit-Arié/Pasternak 2008, 34.
42 Although there are similar thoughts and philosophical speculations in other texts from the time of the ḥaside ashkenaz, none of them are absolutely identical. The fragment text, for example, cannot be identified with any of the commentaries on the seventy names of Metatron, a more philosophical speculation on the power of angels. On this matter, see Idel 2005, 183–196; Idel 2007, 255–264.
In conclusion, the newly discovered fragment from Gotha is remarkable evidence of the reception of ancient mystical thought in mediaeval Germany. Although its author has not yet been identified, it looks likely that the fragment is related to the *haside ashkenaz* movement or its followers. Many other comparable texts might exist, some of them even in complete manuscripts containing a colophon. These still await further research, however, and may shed some more light on Metatron one day.

Let me conclude with another reference to Campanini’s preliminary observations on the fragments from Italy. Like him, it is my hope that further research on Hebrew binding fragments in Germany will make a contribution to the study of the diffusion of Jewish mystical thought and the Kabbala. Even if it is too early to draw any far-reaching conclusions, a comparison between regions and the different countries of Europe sheds light on the history of the reception and development of mystical thought in Ashkenaz and beyond.

5 Edition of fragment Forschungsbibliothek Erfurt-Gotha, Memb. I 201, fol. 15

Critical symbols:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>?</td>
<td>doubtful or illegible letter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;&gt;</td>
<td>lacuna, addition or correction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[]</td>
<td>addition from a biblical quotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/~</td>
<td>graphic filler</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Recto:

[ עתחליל ואֶתחליל Âuֶתחליל Âuֶתחליל Âuֶתחליל Âuֶתחליל Âuֶתחליל Âuֶתחליל Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֆתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֆתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֆתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלilian Âuֶתחלian

See Isaiah 45:15; also see line 9 below.
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See section 1 of the Sefer Yetzirah, Hayman (ed.) 2004, 49.
Recently Discovered Fragments of Mystical Writings in Germany

1. Recently discovered fragments of mystical writings in Germany

2. The recent discoveries of mystical writings in Germany

3. These writings reveal new insights into the nature of the divine and the mysteries of the universe.

4. Their contents challenge our understanding of the divine and suggest new avenues for spiritual exploration.

5. The fragments offer a glimpse into the hidden dimensions of reality and the secrets of the divine.

6. The discoveries have sparked a renewed interest in the study of mystical texts and their potential impact on spirituality.

7. Scholars are now re-examining ancient traditions and seeking to integrate the insights from these fragments into modern thought.

8. The findings have implications for both religious and philosophical thought, offering fresh perspectives on the nature of the divine.

9. The significance of these discoveries extends beyond the academic realm, potentially influencing spiritual practices and beliefs.

10. The process of decoding these fragments continues, with experts working to unlock the mysteries contained within.

11. The ultimate goal is to provide a deeper understanding of the divine and to foster a more inclusive and insightful approach to spirituality.

12. These discoveries represent a significant step forward in our understanding of mystical thought and the divine.
13 ואשר אמתי כל אליה comercial realizado, כי כсанמה בחפץ י"הו המלךował פי.
14 פסק לך להנקש פי כים.
15 ואמר: השם הוא ארץ אלא בצינה ואשר נשרני מגן תאות תונון חפת Theresa, והמלך המכל שט頂き בעבר.
16 והיה ונקש לך פי.
17 перевולו שההה שמורדו על ש(ו)מר الأوسط אום ואשר אמרתי לך ויד של המלך ויד תמימה: אמרת לו, א深い לך.
18 שלח כה לכל צלום ושאנה נפל על להם בבר הזה נשמה השוואנה [מ]ם. שאום עלל
19 הלופתי וה sdfp עליהם אחרון שלם אחרון עלל כל הפרוש בכי הזא אחר ממבר מכשר האלון על מפורש החובנות ולעופק.
20 תלויי ובו לולש אום \{ \text{ הששים והנדר המית השחור השכל מתעלת במעלות אחר \}
21 יר שך צד
22 ההכ_manyיר \( \text{הילך השכל} \) והמר על הכל מלך מלך ראה נשמה השכל \text{מה פ?}

Recently Discovered Fragments of Mystical Writings in Germany

Fig. 1: Forschungsbibliothek Erfurt-Gotha, Memb. l 201, fol. 15, recto. © Bibliothek Erfurt-Gotha.
Fig. 2: Forschungsbibliothek Erfurt-Gotha, Memb. I 201, fol. 15, verso. © Bibliothek Erfurt-Gotha.
6 Translation

Recto

1. My help comes from the Lord, maker of heaven and earth. My help comes from the Lord, maker of heaven and earth (Psalm 121:2). I will start this; I will start this. In the column [   ]48
2. Blessed are You, Lord our God, and God of our Fathers, the God who hides Himself from all reason, moves on the wings of the wind (Psalm 104:3) and who draws mysteries out of the darkness (Job 12:22); who has faith in His holy people, answers their requests, who made a covenant with His followers that He made with Abraham (Psalm 105:1 ;9 Chronicles 161:6).
3. to bequeath His true Tora to his children,50 to provide them with a path to His wisdom, to be close to Him and contemplate His name, because he knows the way of his people, as it is written: For I have known him, etc. (Genesis 18:19) and to keep the way of the Lord (Genesis 18:19), from him they learn how to do what is just and right (Genesis 18:19). To (attain)
4. perfection there are two different ways, because righteousness prevails over justice, and this way
5. includes two concerns: the first, expounding God’s word according to its meaning, as it is written: Give me understanding of the ways of your commandments (Psalm 119:34).
6. And the second, as mentioned, is the way of Himself, how He reveals Himself, as in storm and tempest (Isaiah 29:6) – His way, which means that
7. the storm moves all creatures and the tempest conceals Him, as it is written: You are indeed a God (Isaiah 45:16). He rouses storm by storm, splendour and glory among His Sare
8. ha-Panim. And from this, item by item,51 the truth behind these things reveals Him [to us], which we can understand by rational thinking, and we recognise His ways

48 Something is missing from the first line of the text here.
51 See Kohelet 7:27.
from Himself, as it is written: *Let me know your ways* (Exodus 33:14); and the ways of the Lord: *Those seven are the eyes of the Lord, ranging over the whole world* (Zechariah 4:10).

And they (all) have one source. But the vicissitudes did not come to an end, while still being an option until they became specific cases for themselves. And this is one of their conditions: that every reason causes another reason. And like the creator – may He be praised! – they all have a different reason. But we, as far as we are a species among species and transmitter, cannot comprehend Him, unless by the way of different phenomena.

It can (only) happen by the power of language. And language is only like an indicator in your heart. This indicator, as long as it is in force, /?

... can direct the imagination to differentiate and to abstract the phenomena. And in case you remember a certain incident during communication, you must remember certain words or certain letters, which are not connected to each other. And so the creator – may He be praised! – in His way of ruling, but He is for Himself one. But we are [merely] creatures and cannot comprehend Him. And we are objects to change, but He is not. And further on, I will give you a parable as to what things He can be compared with: And you already became aware of the fire, that it is one power,

by itself, which means that there is nothing above it, until it rests from the changing circumstances. And on the basis of these elements it looks burning and biting during its way, blackening and enlightening, and it flares up in many attributes, but He is a different power that does not change. Different than fire, upon which He is set, and He, too, is creator of all and knows of it all Himself. And there is one creator of its power alone.

... above. And also or?? ??

[ ] matter because He sees it all. And if His ways differentiate [ ]

... the throne goes ???
Verso

26. [...] between the light and the candle (exists a relation) similar to that between a lender and a borrower. And in principle they exist by themselves. But this is also His way. Because of this, it is called ‘candle’, because it creates light. And their relationship is like one between the light, which stands for itself alone. About this power of substance, our prophet – peace be upon him – says: the great, the mighty and the awesome God (Deuteronomy 10:17).

27. And look, you have the word ‘God’ (ha-ʾEl), which directs you to the palace where He can be found. And the alef in eheye (Exodus 3:14) and the yod in the name (of God) are on either side.

28. As with Uri’el, who (stands) before the Shekhina, as it is written: but my face must not be seen (Exodus 33:23), which means His essence and His power and His light shines on Metatron, who serves as is Sar Panim; this means he looks at Him or at His (face). Know that the word El stands for the expression ‘one of them’; the expression ‘hidden power’ refers to a substance which exists by itself, as we have already explained. And it can be derived from the expression: God has it in his power (Genesis 31:29), and He in His existence, as a result, everything else comes into being. In Him exists the determination of everything. It says about one wise [thing], and the second [adjective] determines it, as (indicated) for example in (the verse): God stands in the divine assembly (Psalm 82:1), and this is what is called ‘will’ (ḥefeṣ), without having determined by him. And by doing this they do His will, because His way and His path are like the principle, like a candle which lights up anyone who reaches out for it. And there is nobody with intellect who would not confirm that the Lord is in its midst, for one who fears the wings of spirit and the sphere of intellect, to utilise them in the netherworld, as it is said. angel, be it for death or be it for existence/life. But where from? From what our masters/Rabbis said: ‘Six angels of death’, etc. And the third meaning is an expression of redemption,

53 The Tetragrammaton.
54 See, e.g. Exodus 34:10.
36. (which) stands above everything else.\(^{57}\) Such as I will raise (my hands) to the nations (Isaiah 49:22). And likewise in: the great, (the mighty and the awesome) God (Deuteronomy 10:17), which I explained to you; alef in eheye (Exodus 3:14). I want to say that every word which begins with alef is inspired by the first power, even though the prophets concealed them and permuted letters. And this is the rule when a word starts with one of the other letters.

37. As I have told you, alef from the (mother) letters alef, mem and shin (emesh)\(^{58}\). I want to say that you will find it in the Sefer Yeṣira, that He made a certain letter rule over another and bound (a crown) to it. It is not said that the power of the letter created, but that (it was created) by the initial or the second power, which was combined with a particular letter, according to the order of the winds following the arrangement of the mother letters that God has determined. And consider that He adopted the phrase ‘and He bound’ on the assumption that His substance was given priority, and He bound to it a crown. And He does not say ‘and He crowned (the letter)’. And this means that the one who combines hair (assumption) with hair (assumption) will get a definition that determines its function. And it is not said ‘He crowned (the letter)’, not to direct to sanctification. As I have told you, the yod in the name (of God) is the rule of wisdom. This means it is impossible that (the letter) has no power about anything, that the [letter] does not mean anything. And look, the first darkness encompasses the last; rising and its conclusion are bound together in it. Because it does not diminish its effect when the alef does not delete or add something from the rationale of the accounts. And all (other letters) are subject to Him. And to another outcome {?} the ten and the event of death, which the mind remembers and concludes that the flank is the side of the power who is instructing (which means the principles of reason). It returns from one angel to the assistance of another angel. And the soul ...

38. [ ]

39. [ ]

\(^{57}\) See Alfabeta de-Rabbi ʿAqiva, op cit.

\(^{58}\) See Lehnardt/Ottermann 2014.
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